general issues. subgrouping
The ST family is now very widely considered to be real, 1 but its internal subgrouping remains controversial. Matisoff presents a genetic tree for ST (p. 5; index V). Sino-Tibetan (at "perhaps 6000 years BP", p. 537) has two branches: Tibeto-Burman and Chinese. The binary, Chinese-vs.-the-rest structure of ST is inherited from Benedict. Benedict appears to have regarded TB as a subgroup partly because he had himself inherited this view and partly on the basis of cognate counts (Benedict 1976 ). This view, though not implausible in itself, needs to be buttressed by evidence of unique TB innovations. Such evidence however, is still missing. In Matisoff's phylogeny, TB itself has a starshaped structure, with eight branches (the Tujia 2 branch as defined on p. 692 is missing in the chart on p. 5). M. does not present the grounds on which he considers any of TB's sub-branches to be valid taxa: in particular he makes no attempt to identify innovative characteristics at each node. He does not recognize, or discuss, Burling's innovation-based Sal group (Burling 1983) . Recently van Driem (1997) has argued (again without presenting evidence of uniquely shared innovations) that Chinese and Tibetan belong in the same primary branch of the family. Matisoff replies in typical fashion, deriding van Driem's proposal (fn. 3 p. 535), while in effect staying clear from substance as far as his own proposal goes. In a footnote (fn. 38 p. 561) he plays down the significance of his own subgrouping ("a working hypothesis"): all right, but considering that the hypothesis of a TB branch underpins his entire book, it is a surprise, and a disappointment, that he does not defend it. 3 There is a certain disconnect between the theory and the data. Claims made in the book can only be verified by checking the cognate sets, but finding the cognate sets is not straightforward. One must check all the index references for a particular reconstruction: the reference with the cognate set is not singled out. At times the cognate set is distributed over several references (*kla~*gla 'fall'). At times where you find a set, forms in the cognate set are not glossed (*put 'burn/raze' p. 365 note d). At times there is no cognate set to be found (*nyey 'younger sibling', *g-wa <> *r-wa 'village', *kra 'head hair' etc.). These problems discourage verification.
1 I have been one of the last doubters. After discovering the first elements of evidence of a genetic relationship between Chinese and Austronesian, where TB elements were not prominent, I claimed in a conference paper (Sagart 1990 ) that Chinese stood closer genetically to Austronesian than to Tibeto-Burman. That was an error. I now fully recognize that Sino-Tibetan is a valid grouping: I consider that ST as a whole, not just Chinese, forms a genetic unit with Austronesian. See Sagart (2005b) .
method of reconstruction
There is no statement of method except in the most general terms ("conservative"; "care"; "suitably hedged": p. xii). M. says all reconstructions are to PTB unless otherwise indicated, but some are based on evidence from only one TB language (*l-ta-t-s 'look', *blu-t-s 'ransom', both based on WT, p. 456); others are based on one TB language plus Chinese (*m:in 'name, order, command' p. 529; *grol 'finish, loose, relax' p. 423). As for data, M. appears to have in view the entire body of evidence ever published on all TB languages, with an emphasis on Lolo-Burmese, and especially on Lahu, M.'s specialty. Yet Written Tibetan, the oldest TB literary language, with its abundant literature and convenient lexicography, is under-represented. Because many TB languages are not well documented, the sound correspondences for all of them cannot be known, as Matisoff acknowledges elsewhere (1991) . Unfortunately, when he gives cognate sets, he does not say which forms obey known sound correspondences, and which are included on the basis of educated guesses. Consider *ta 'box, cabinet', a reconstruction based on Lahu ta-qō, Naxi tɒ 55 , Tujia tho 53 , Karen (which?) dø̲ 55 and Pumi tɒ. On p. 164 M. gives a sound correspondence that accounts for the Lahu vowel reflex, but the initial consonants in all five languages, as well as the Naxi, Tujia and Karen tones, are not supported by any explicit correspondences. Because the boundary between sound correspondences and guess-work is not marked in the cognate set, the reasoning which led M. to reconstructing *ta cannot be fathomed. This is a very widespread problem with Matisoff's book, just as it was with Benedict's. Only explicit theories can be tested, and hence falsified. I cannot speak for Jones and Starostin but I can assure Matisoff that my Sino-Tibetan-Austronesian theory (Sagart 2005 ) is very explicit on sound correspondences and makes predictions that can be tested linguisticallyin a number of ways. It is in fact with Matisoff's work that lack of explicitness gets in the way of falsification.
TB
sound system of PTB Overall, the reconstructed system is inherited from Benedict; changes are in the direction of replacing phonological or morphological problems with untestable variation hypotheses: for instance syllableinitial alternation between velar stops and zero in languages like Lushai and WB, treated by Benedict as conditioned by prefixes, is regarded by M. as a lexical alternation at the PTB level. Thus 'shoot', Benedict TB *ga:p, is replaced by two PTB 'allofams': *ga:p and *ʔa:p. In the next section, a suggestion wll be made that the velar vs. zero alternation reflects earlier uvulars. Matisoff gives a proto-system of 23 initial consonants. Discussion is speedy and not quite to the point.
The reader is invited to admire e.g. the "fricatival virtuosity" of the Pumi (p. 29), but Matisoff gives no tabulation of reflexes for proto-initials, even in the most important languages. The reader who wishes to find what the reflex of a particular initial is in, say, Tibetan, must to turn to the index of reconstructed roots, look up each root beginning with a particular initial, and check the text for occurrences of that root in Tibetan. As an illustration, I have investigated unprefixed *w-, an initial occurring in 23 reconstructed etyma. There is a blanket statement on p. 46 that its usual reflex in TB languages is w or v, and some detail is given on Loloish and Karen, but there is no statement anywhere in the book what *w-might go to in WT. Upon checking the index, I found to my surprise that while Matisoff's unprefixed *w-is reflected (as w-) in at least eleven WB words, it is reflected in only one WT word: Hon (where 'H' writes the Tibetan letter known as 'a-chung') 'bring' < TB *wal 'load, burden, transport'. Here Matisoff has missed a sound correspondence (Table 1) Unexpected alternation between labial stops and w-, widespread in TB languages (e.g. 'pig': WT phag, WB wak), was first treated by Benedict (1972:23, text) as a case of lenition of labial stops when preceded by a lost prefix. Later (1972: 23, fn. 78) he regarded it as characterizing words with initial w-with or without a preceding p-or b-prefix. Matisoff proposes a third interpretation:
a -w -glide arises between a labial stop initial and a following -a-(that is, Pa-> P w a-), after which the stop may, or may not, be reanalyzed as a prefix ("extrusion") and dropped. In Matisoff's view, then, alternation between labial stops and w-is due to "extrusion", a process randomly changing P w ainitials to wa-: and yet his reconstructions distinguish between PTB *Pa-and *P w a-(only P w -can evolve to w-). This is presumably because he cannot state the conditions under which the glide arises. Moreover, since Matisoff also has PTB *Pw-, with full segmental -w-, his PTB actually has a three-way contrast between P-, P w -and Pw-. This is not felicitous. Furthermore, it is not clear why the initial is not just as often reanalyzed as a prefix in *Pw-(or in *Kw-, Ky-, Py-etc., for that matter).
Benedict's first solution, which is also that supposed by Haudricourt and Ferlus (see Ferlus 1982) to explain Vietnamese spirantization of voiceless stop initials, should be preferred.
Another problem with M's inventory of consonants is the alternation, already mentioned, between initial velars and zero,. Matisoff treats it as just variation, but another prossibility, adopted in Peiros and Starostin (1996) , is that this alternation reflects earlier uvular initials. In support of this, Gyarong mo phology r prefixes nasal prefixes. An intransitive nasal prefix m-was reconstructed for TB by Wolfenden (1929) , and this is maintained by later writers, including Matisoff. Sagart (1993 , 2003 identified the corresponding prefix in Chinese: N-, preserved as prenasalization in early loans to Hmong-Mien.
Matisoff appears unaware of Sagart's work on this prefix, as well as on Old Chinese morphology . He fails to recognize the existence of a second nasal prefix *mə-, of volitional or controllable action (often causative in TB), which at times merges phonetically with intransitive mand at times is kept distinct. This prefix was first reconstructed for Old Chinese by Other prefixes. Matisoff gives more detail than the Conspectus, but his discussion is hardly complete.
Thus for *d-he presents the prefixed bodypart terms of Ao Naga as late and secondary, overlooking those in Lepcha (Mainwaring 1979 (Mainwaring [1898 ) and in Gyarong (Jacques 2004) : thus 'stomach, belly': Ao Naga te-pok, but also Lepcha tă-băk, Gyarong tə-pok. He lists the *d-prefixed kinship terms of Ao but omits those in Gyarong; he discusses an 'attributive-adjectival' function of *d-in Jingpo, but overlooks the Lepcha examples (tă-gryuk 'naked', tă-gryom 'lying forward', tă-bun 'large and shaggy').
Sagart (1999) In turn, Matisoff's empty "suffixes" become a source of confusion between TB roots: thus M.
reconstructs a root *kla ~ gla 'to fall', reflected in particular in the WB pair khya' 'throw down' vs. kya'
'to fall'. He claims (580) that Lushai tlaak 'fall' reflects the same root, suffixed with -k. However, while
Lushai tl-can only reflect an earlier gl-, WB ky-can reflect gr-as well as gl-. Gyarong, which distinguishes gr-and gl- (Jacques 2004: 411) has the same pair as WB: cf. Japhug kɑ-kra 'make fall' vs. kɑ-ŋgra 'fall', showing the medial was -r-(and incidentally that the alleged "variation" between kand g-is really due to the intransitive nasal prefix): we are dealing with two distinct roots: (1) *kra 'throw down' (intransitive *mkra 'fall'); and (2) *glak 'fall'. Both roots have Chinese counterparts: (1) 稼 a kra(ʔ)-s 'to sow' (=throw down seeds) (intransitive: 下 a Nkraʔ 'to go down'), and (2) 落 a kə-lak 'to fall'.
On p. 443 Matisoff justifies his resorting to "suffixes" with no semantic or grammatical content by comparing them to the Indo-European augments. An important difference is that when you remove one of Matisoff's empty suffixes, typically one consonant is left in the stem, and lexical comparisons become considerably shakier. In effect Matisoff is using empty suffixes as wild cards. Undetected loans, anachronisms.
Matisoff has no safeguards against loans. Loans from Chinese are not recognized: Matisoff (p. 504) compares WT pir 'writing brush' to Chinese 筆 bĭ < MC pit 'id.', apparently implying PST had writingrelated terms. This is hard to believe. The oldest indigenous writing system in all of East Asia, from c. 3400 BP, is the Chinese script. Tibetan, the oldest ST literary language outside of Chinese, was not reduced to writing until c. 700 CE. How can PST speakers have known writing brushes ? The isolated WT form, with tell-tale final -r, is without a doubt a late borrowing from a variety of NW Chinese where -t had become -r in the late first millennium CE (Coblin 1994 : 55 for the sound change).
A similar story may be told about the word for 'ride'. Matisoff reconstructs two distinct TB forms of that meaning: *gyar and *gyi, claiming (188) that the second has "an obvious Chinese cognate" in 騎, MC gje, Mandarin ʨ h i. However this Chinese word goes back to OC * b gaj, which can reflect an earlier *gar . This is a much better match for TB *gyar than for TB *gyi. Haudricourt (1954a,b) , Pulleyblank (1962) and Yakhontov (1965) had already resulted in major modifications to Karlgren's system, even though their work had not been presented to the non-sinological public in as convenient a format as Grammata Serica. Sagart (1999:166) .
Conclusion
Despite the problems discussed in this review, Matisoff has to a large extent succeeded in making
Benedict's reconstruction of TB rimes explicit, and thus testable: this is a noteworthy achievement, even if it falls short of M's stated aims. Matisoff's book will also be useful as a source of TB cognate sets, some preliminary, and of TB reconstructions which evince some patterns of regularity when compared to recent Old Chinese reconstructions. Although we are still without explicit testable theories of TB consonants and TB tones, it is clear that progress with the rhymes can only improve the prospects of solving them. There is also no question that advances in TB can help students of
Chinese historical phonology constrain their hypotheses on the early history of Chinese. But this is a two-way street: TB specialists should also acknowledge that sixty-five years of research on Old
Chinese have led to valuable results which they can benefit from.
Abbreviations GSR Grammata Serica Recensa (Karlgren 1964 
